Wednesday April 15th

Elementary ESL

Good news everyone! Today was a very successful start to our Elementary
ESL program. The children had a non-stop afternoon filled with exciting
dance, ESL, music, games and more! We’re sure you will all love to see
the video that will be released soon that showcases all the great things the
kids did throughout the day.
Have a great week everyone! Looking forward to next Wednesday
already!
The Elementary ESL Team

Undersea World with Kike
The room was alive with the sound of music
and laughter as the children danced around
to their favorite undersea songs. Kike really
has a great way of keeping the children’s
attention and making sure everyone does well
and has fun.

ESL Hour
Today’s ESL Hour focused on all the important vocabulary we need to know when
we go to the train station. The class discussed words like “ticket machine, ticket
gate, platform, express train, bullet train, departure time and arrival time.” Once
everyone had a good understanding of the vocabulary it was time to have a bit of
fun with role-playing the situation of buying tickets and traveling to various places.
Everyone did so well at picking up the new words and using them with their fellow
classmates to highlight conversations about traveling to and from places.
The class also talked about not just how to get around by train but where they
would like to go. Telling the time was also a very important aspect of today’s
lesson. The highlight was definitely all the laughs that came during role-play time!

Homework Time!
Everyone worked so hard this afternoon. At the
end of the day we sat down to reflect upon some
of our favorite things and then went over our
homework for the day. Some of this homework
was from the ESL Hour and some of it was
provided independently for their homework time.
The main theme today was opposites.

Games

Game time was a ton of fun today. We
practiced team building exercises like
passing blocks behind our backs, bridge
building and behind our head basketball.

Healthy
Snack Time!

